BUILT FOR MSSPS
FROM THE GROUND UP
Secdo converges automation, endpoint security and incident response to deliver the first end-to-end platform
for advanced threat management, hunting, investigation, response, remediation, and defense—reducing
MSSPs operational costs and response times, while increasing your productivity and scaling resources

WHY SECDO?

Meeting rigorous customer SLAs, staffing 24/7 operations, and maintaining an extensive service catalog can put MSSPs
under tremendous pressure. But the security space is inundated by point solutions and other products that aren’t effective
for MSSPs like yours to service your clients. Secdo was built from the ground up with MSSPs in mind, to help you:

MEET CLIENT SLAs

SERVICE EFFICIENTLY

GET MORE BUSINESS

Let’s face it—making promises to

Secdo features capabilities that were

Unlike vendors that split their

customers can put a lot on the line,

purposely architected to support

resources to offer both products and

especially when it has to do with their

MSSPs’ unique needs. From multi-

services, Secdo’s focus is solely on

security posture. The SLAs of today’s

tenancy support which eliminates

optimizing our platform to meet your

MSSPs absorb most of the risk—if not

the need to buy exclusive hardware

needs. Secdo does not compete with

all—of the client’s security operations,

for each client deployment, and

MSSP partners by offering services

which can add a lot of pressure to

superior scalability to cater to small,

of our own. Our priority is to enable

your own security workflow. Secdo

medium and large enterprises, to

MSSPs to succeed in every sales

helps you optimize your security

granular access controls that secure

opportunity, driving service business

workflow by closing the loop between

the interaction with each client

to you that comes our way.

alert management, incident response,

deployment, and superior flexibility

remediation, and defense—reducing

in the cloud, Secdo gives you the

the risk of threat oversight and

capabilities you need to operate your

meeting even the most rigorous of

MSSP practice like well-oiled machine.

client SLAs.

LOWER OPERATIONAL COSTS

START FAST, NO ENTRY FEES

INCREASE YOUR MARGINS AS
YOU GROW
As your MSSP business grows, so will
your savings. The more endpoints
your business supports with Secdo,

At Secdo, we understand how costly

the lower your per-endpoint price

Secdo can be used by IT and security

it can be to setup the infrastructure

will be, letting you take advantage of

staff from all levels of expertise. With

to support a new product and service

volume discounts.

the rising costs of security expertise

clients with it. That’s why we help

and the lack of available talent, MSSPs

MSSPs get started with no entry costs

can take advantage of Secdo’s easy-

or fees until you generate revenue

to-use platform to enable junior-level

with Secdo. We will equip you with the

analysts. The platform also features

necessary cloudware and tools to set

great collaboration tools that make

your practice in motion. Our platform

Secdo ideal for team environments.

is also easy to deploy and configure,
getting you up and running in no
time.

MSSP PARTNERS

LAUNCH YOUR MDR PRACTICE
Secdo packs powerful capabilities to
help you start a managed detection
and response (MDR) service practice.
Managing an MDR practice offers
a faster go-to-market opportunity
while servicing organizations’ most
critical needs.

www.secdo.com
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MORE CAPABILITIES, GREATER REVENUES
EXTEND YOUR SERVICE CATALOG
MSSPs can take advantage of Secdo’s capabilities to provide services that focus on:
ffSecurity,

to detect and block bad behaviors

ffIncident

Response, to serve as a remote CIRT and SOC team that helps investigate and cleanup security incidents

ffCompliance,
ffRisk

to curb policy violations that may put compliance at risk

Assessment, to identify and address risks across the enterprise

ffInsider

Threat Auditing, to uncover intentional, accidental, or potential insider threats.

Secdo Capabilities

Security

Incident
Response

Compliance

Risk
Assessment

Insider threat
Auditing

IOC Scanning & Blocking
Behavioral IOC Scanning & Blocking
Anti-Ransomware
Blacklisting Processes, IPs & Hosts
Blacklisting & Process Blocking
Advanced Threat Hunting
Automated Alert Investigation
Root Cause Analysis
Attack Attribution
Damage Assessment
Containment
Forensics
Remote, Surgical Remediation
Event Log Collection
Host & Application Inventory
Network Share Monitoring
Local Admin Monitoring
Driver & Services Inventory
Autorun Monitoring
Printer Activity Monitoring
USB Activity Monitoring
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ADVANCED FEATURES, POWERFUL PLATFORM

Using Secdo’s automated endpoint security and incident response platform, MSSP teams can take advantage of an
entire workflow of solutions for alert automation, investigation, response, and remediation, as well as for threat
hunting, host inventory, and preemptive defense.

HOW SECDO WORKS
Core to the Secdo platform are its four key components—Observer, Analyzer, Responder, and Defender:

OBSERVER

DEFENDER

ANALYZER

RESPONDER

Observer leverages an endpoint agent to

Security teams can then take advantage of

monitor and collect thread-level activity—

Responder and its endless response and

the single-most granular view possible

remediation techniques to—automatically or

into endpoints—allowing security teams to thoroughly

manually—instantly, remotely, and surgically apply to

hunt for threats, assess areas of risk, identify possible

one or all affected systems at once, without impacting

vulnerabilities, and audit for insider threats, all with

business productivity or compromising the process. From

superior precision. Collected data is centralized and stored

quarantining suspicious files, isolating endpoints, and

in a secured server, on-premise or in the cloud.

freezing targeted processes, to conducting live forensics,
making changes to an endpoint via live access to the

Analyzer then ingests the collected endpoint

terminal, capturing screen activity, and retrieving or

data to automatically investigate alerts from

uploading files, Secdo offers more response actions than

SIEM, network security, and threat detection

any other platform of its kind.

tools. Using the patented Causality Analysis EngineTM,
alerts and data are correlated in real-time—along with

Defender then allows security teams to create

blacklisted items as well as traditional and behavioral

a feedback cycle that streamlines detection,

IOCs—to automatically determine their root cause,

response, and remediation—learning from

validate them, and assign a priority level. This unmatched

previous incidents and changes in the threat landscape,

approach allows security teams to get a complete and

multiplying the effectiveness of existing resources, and

historical view of each alert, with superior ease.

increasing the organization’s defenses.
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MSSPS CHALLENGES

SECDO DELIVERS

nature of incident response puts profitability at risk

behaviors, and events from endpoints and servers

from many MSSPs like you, who can suffer from:

across the enterprise, to automatically provide

The tedious, time-consuming, and highly complex

Secdo continuously monitors and stores all activity,

full context to every SIEM or threat detection alert,
resulting in:
Insufficient resources to cope with the high volume

Scaled resources by automating many Tier-1

of alerts, forcing MSSP teams to ignore events that

functions, and thus improving staff productivity

could turn into incidents or full-blown data breache
Scarcity of expertise to investigate, threat-hunt and

Lower learning curve by facilitating Tier-2 analysts

respond to advanced cyberattacks

with visibility and forensic evidence for speedy
investigation and threat-hunting, assists Tier 3
with addressing and managing major and complex
security events

Long dwell times spent conducting manual

Nearly eliminates dwell times by revealing the

investigations and collecting evidence for each threat

evidence, forensic timeline, and root cause of an

alert to determine their root cause, the attack chain,

incident right at the start of its investigation

and the scope of damage
Impact on business productivity from affected

Eliminates impact on business productivity

systems and their cleanup process, often requiring

through patented remediation techniques that

endpoint or server downtime along with their idle

can be remotely and surgically applied without

users

interrupting end-users while they work

Non-compliance with privacy laws and regulations

Boosts regulatory compliance by promptly

and their notification requirements

providing a complete report of the attack chain
along with a full assessment of damages

Inability to prevent future attacks without a way to

Bolsters cyber defenses by turning responses from

incorporate lessons learned from the incident response

previous events into automatic procedures, closing

process

security gaps

ABOUT SECDO

Secdo transforms and automates the way enterprises handle endpoint security and incident response. Customers who
use Secdo range from mid and enterprise-sized global companies and government agencies, to managed security service
providers (MSSPs) and technology partners across a variety of industries, including finance, insurance, healthcare,
telecommunication, technology, and defense. From entry-level all the way to seasoned experts, security teams of all skill
levels can benefit from Secdo’s platform to reduce operational costs and response times, while increasing productivity and
scaling resources. Secdo is headquartered in New York, NY with teams around the globe.
For more information, visit www.secdo.com.
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